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Ⅰ．Legislation and standards
BLPS-C3L Laser Safety Protective Device（Hereinafter referred to as“BLPS”）complies with
the following standards:
 EU legislations

Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC
EMC Directive 2014/108/EU

 European Standards
EN 61496-1 (Type 4)
EN 61496-2 (Type 4 )
EN 60825-1 (class 1 laser product)
EN 13849-1 (PL e)

 International Standards
IEC 61496-1 (Type 4 )
IEC 61496-2 (Type 4 )
ISO 13849-1 (PL e)

 National Standards
GB/T 19436.1
GB/T 19436.2
GB 28243
GB 7247.1
GB 4208(IP65)

Ⅱ．User instructions
Read this manual thoroughly and confirm the product from the appearance before installing,
operating and maintaining BLPS. Please contact us if you have any questions or comments.
(1) Limitations of Liability
The quality guarantee period of BLPS is 12 months.
KELI makes no warranty or representation, express or implied, regarding non-infringement,
merchantability, or fitness for particular purpose of the products. Any buyer or user
acknowledges that the buyer or user alone has determined that the products will suitably meet
the requirements of their intended use. KELI disclaims all other warranty, express or implied.
(2) Limitations of Liability
KELI shall not be responsible for special, indirect, or consequential damages, loss of profits
or commercial loss in any way connected with the products, whether such claim is based on
contract, warranty, negligence, or strict liability.
In no event shall responsibility of KELI for any act exceed the individual price of the product
on which liability is asserted.
In no event shall KELI be responsible for warranty, repair, or other claims regarding the
products unless KELI’s analysis confirms that the products were properly handled, stored,
installed, and maintained and not subject to contamination, abuse, misuse, or inappropriate
modification or repair.
(3) Performance
Performance data given in this document is provided as a guide for the user in determining
suitability and does not constitute a warranty. It may represent the result of KELI’s test
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conditions, and the users must correlate it to actual application requirements.
(4) Change in Specifications
Product specifications and accessories may be changed at any time based on improvements
and other reasons.
When the product's rating, performance, or structure changes, the product's specifications will
change accordingly. For the change of product specifications, our company will not notify, if
in doubt, please contact us.
(5) Errors and Omissions
The contents of the manual have been made as accurate and complete as possible, but there is
no guarantee that there are no errors or omissions in this manual.The Company shall not be
responsible for any errors or omissions that may have occurred in this specification.
(6) Copyright and Copy Permission
This document shall not be copied for sales or promotions without permission.
This document is protected by copyright and is intended solely for use in conjunction with
BLPS. Please notify us before copying or reproducing this document in any manner, for any
other purpose. If copying or transmitting this document to another, please copy or transmit it
in its entirety.
Ⅲ. Precautions on safety
The following special information may appear at any place in the manual or on BLPS, as a
warning of potential risk or promotion of special attention to information about clarifying or
simplifying certain procedures.
This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential personal injury hazards.
Obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

! WARNING
WARNNING indicates an actual or potential risk or
health hazard. They are designed to help you to prevent
accidents. Read carefully and follow the warnings!

! CAUTION
CAUTION indicates the key information which, if not
avoided, can result in expected legal dispute, or
equipment damage.
Read carefully and follow the cautions!

Ⅳ.Precautions for safe use
Make sure to observe the following precautions that are necessary for ensuring safe use of the
product.
(1) Thoroughly read this manual and understand the installation procedures, operation check

procedures, and maintenance procedures before using the product.
(2) BLPS should only be installed, checked, and maintained by a qualified person. A

qualified person is defined as a person or persons who, by possession of a recognized
degree or certificate of professional training, or who, by extensive knowledge, training
and experience, has successfully demonstrated the ability to solve problems relating to
the subject matter and work.

(3) The OSSDs of the sensor should not be short-circuited with the anode or cathode of the
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power supply.
(4) The OSSDs of the system should not be used with a current that is higher than the rating.
(5) Do not drop the product.
(6) Dispose of the product in accordance with the relevant rules and regulations of the

country or area where the product is used.
(7) Users should establish the rules and regulations used for safe operation and implement

them effectively.
(8) BLPS provides protection only in fast down stroke, it is less likely to put the finger across

the upper die under the gearshift point, but that does not mean injury will not occur.
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Section1 Product description
BLPS is designed to protect the safety of the fingers and arms of the operator in close to the
region of upper mold die tip. Under the premise of installing the device correctly and
complying with the safety instructions, Operators can be allowed to keep close contact with
workpiece and be provided effective protection under high-speed clamping.
1.1. Applications
 Objects protected by BLPS must meet following requirements:

1）BLPS only protects the objects which can block light beam completely, cannot detect
transparent and/or translucent objects;
2）The detecting beam must be adjusted to the correct detecting position;
3）The safe distance is determined by the response time of BLPS and the bender, it must
be greater than the braking distance of the bender;
4）The bender must be able to stop any where in its cycle;
5）The bender must not present a hazard from flying parts;
6）The bender should be in good operating state and stop in the prescribed braking time;
7）All applicable governmental and local rules, codes, and regulations must be satisfied.
This is the user’s and employer’s responsibility;
8）All safety-related machine control elements must be designed so that an alarm in the
control logic or failure of the control circuit does not lead to failure to danger;
9）Do not use radio transmitting and receiving equipments near BLPS such as
transceivers.

 Do not use BLPS in the following environments:
1）Areas with heavy smoke, particulate matter, and corrosives;
2）Areas exposed to intense interference light, such as direct sunlight;
3）Areas with high humidity where condensation is likely to occur;
4）Areas exposed to vibration or shock levels higher than in the specification provisions;
5）Areas where the product may come into contact with water;
6）Areas where the product may get wet with oil that can solve adhesive;
7）Environments where flammable or explosive gases are present.

1.2. System components
BLPS consists of detection sensor (a emitter and a receiver), controller and cables.
1.2.1 Sensor used alone
Sensor can be used for CNC bender with PLC programming functionality separately.

Fig.1.1 Operation schematic diagram
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1.2.2 Sensor and controller used together
Sensor together with controller can be used for ordinary bender and CNC bender.

Fig.1.2 Operation schematic diagram

1.3. Specification
1.3.1 System specification

1.3.2 Emitter / receiver specification
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1.3.3 Controller specification

1.3.4 Cable specification

 Power&signal cable specification:

Note：SR type controller and ST type controller power line common, No:CPSRX1X□□□□。

 Receiver-Controller Transmission cable specification：

1.4. Sensor
1.4.1 Appearance

Fig.1.3 Appearance of sensor
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Beam E1 forms the front protection area, beam E2 and beam E3 form the central protection
area.
The horizontal distance between E1 and E2 is 20mm, and the vertical distance between E2
and E3 is 7mm.

Fig.1.4 Panel of sensor

Sensor LED
indicators Color Description

Emitter

Power Orange Turns on when the power is on.

Link Green Turns on when there is communication between emitter and receiver.

Fault Red Turns on when the system is in fault state or the communication is wrong.

Receiver

Power Orange Turns on when the power is on.

On Green Turns on when all the detecting beams are received matched successfully.

E1 Off Red Turns on when beam E1 is blocked.

E2 Off Red Turns on when beam E2 is blocked.

E3 Off Red Turns on when beam E3 is blocked.

1.4.2 Dimensions

Fig.1.5 Dimensions of sensor
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1.5. Controller
1.5.1 Appearance

Fig.1.6 Appearance of SR/SP controller
Name Description

Indicator

Power Yellow indicator light, when the power is turned on, the light is on,.

Fault Red indicator light, when the system detects a fault, the light is on.

OSSD ON Green indicator light, when the system output relay contact is on, the light
is on.

OSSD OFF Red indicator light, when the system output relay contact is disconnected,
the light is on.

Normal mode Green indicator light, when the controller is working in normal mode, the
light is on.

Box mode Yellow indicator light, when the controller is working in box folding mode,
the light is on.

Muting mode Yellow indicator light, when the controller is working in inhibit mode, the
light is on.

Switch
Power switch System power control switch.

Mode switch Rotate the key according to the indicated direction, and switch in turn in
normal mode-box folding mode-suppression mode-normal mode.
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Fig.1.7 Appearance of ST controller
Number Name Description

1 Process

10 yellow indicator lights indicate the current program number. There are 10
processes in total. When the controller status is in a certain process, the
yellow indicator light of this process is on, and the other process lights are
off.

2 Shield

10 red indicator lights, indicating the shielding status of the corresponding
process.The red light is on, indicating that the corresponding process is in
the shielding state;The red light is off, indicating that the corresponding
process is in the normal protection state.

3 Shield 1~10 10 two-position key switches are used to select the shielding/normal
function of the corresponding process.

4 Sensor status
Green indicator light;
The green light is on, the sensor is normal;
The green light is off, and the sensor is shading.

5 Variable
speed signal

Red indicator light;
The red light is on, the variable speed signal is in the high-level active state,
and the bending machine is in the work advance (slow speed) state at this
time;
The red light is off, and the variable speed signal is in a low level state.

6 Output state

Green indicator light;
The green light is on, and the controller relay contact output is in the closed
state;
The green light is off, and the controller relay contact output is in the
disconnected state.

7 Reset The self-reset button, when pressed, forces the controller to return to the
process 1 state.

8 Switch System power control switch
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1.5.2 Dimensions

Fig.1.8 Dimensions of SR/SP controller

Fig.1.9 Dimensions of ST controller
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1.6. Cables
1.6.1 Power cable
Power cable is the 7-core butyl sheath shield cable with a 7-core hole-plug end connected to
the controller and each core at the other end of the cable is crimped with binding terminal to
connect to the bending machine. The number, color and function of the cores are shown as
follows:

Fig.1.10 Power cable
1.6.2 Signal cable
 Equipped with signal cable for SR/SP controller
The signal line with SR / SP controller adopts 9-core butyl sheath shield cable, one end is
9-core hole-plug, which is connected with the controller, and the other end is connected with
each wire core crimping terminal, which is connected with the bending machine. The serial
number, color and function of each core are shown in the figure below:

Fig.1.11 Signal cable for SR/SP controller
 Equipped with signal cable for ST controller
The signal line for ST controller is a 6-core shielded cable, one end is a 7-core aviation plug,
which is connected with the controller, and the other end is connected to the bending machine
by crimping terminals. The serial number, color and function of each core are shown in the
figure below:

Fig.1.12 Signal cable for ST controller
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1.6.3 Transmission cable
 Single-end cable
The single-ended transmission line uses a 10-core butyl sheath shield cable, one end is a
12-core hole-plug, which is connected to the sensor, and the other end is crimped to the
terminal with each core and connected to the bending machine. The serial number, color and
function of each core are as shown in the figure below:

Fig.1.13 Single-end cable
 Double-end cable
Double-end cable is the 10-core butyl sheath shield cable with two 12-core hole-plugs at each
connected to the sensor. The number, color and function of the cores are shown as follows:

Fig.1.14 Double-end cable

Socket pin 1 2 3 4 5 6
Signal

definition VCC GND CANH CANL OSSD1 (E1) OSSD2(E1)

Wire color Red Green Yellow Black Blue Brown

Socket pin 7 8 9 10 11 12
Signal

definition PE - OSSD1 (E2) OSSD2(E2) OSSD1 (E3) OSSD2(E3)

Wire color Yellow&Green - White Gray Cyan Purple

Cable specifications list：

Usage Name Specifications Number Connecting devices Standard
line length

Sensor
used alone Single-end cable CTBLX1D 2 Sensor to Bending

machine
5m&9m

Sensor
used with
SR / SP
controller

Double-end cable CTBLX1S 2 Sensor to Controller 5m&9m

Power cable CPSRX1X 1 Controller to Bending
machine 5m

Signal cable CPSRX2X 1 Controller to Bending
machine

5m
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Sensor
used with

ST
controller

Double-end cable CTBLX1D 2 Sensor to Controller 5m&9m

Power cable CPSRX1X 1 Controller to Bending
machine 5m

Signal cable CPSTX2X 1 Controller to Bending
machine

5m

Note 1: the total length of two transmission lines of each set of products is not more than 40m, and the
cable length can be customized according to the actual demand.
Note 2: the power supply wire and signal wire used by SP controller are the same as SR type controller.

1.7. Mounting brackets

Fig.1.16 Dimensions of linear bracket

Fig.1.16 Dimensions of guide bracket
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1.8. Technical parameters
Sensor technical parameters：
Security category
Safety type Type 4（IEC 61496） PL e（ISO 13849）
Executive
standard

2006/42/EC (Machinery Directive) 2014/108/EU (EMC Directive)
IEC 61496-1 IEC 61496-2 ISO 13849-1

CCF 100
DCavg 99%
MTTF（Year） 95
MTTFD（Year） 761
PFHD (1/h) 3.25 E-09
Optical characteristics
Light source Class 1 laser product, 635nm wavelength
Detecting range 0～20m
Effective aperture angle ≤1.5mrad
Environmental characteristics
Ambient
temperature Operation：-10℃～55℃(without frost and fog) Storage：-30℃～70℃

Ambient
humidity Operation：35%RH～85%RH Storage: 35%RH～95%RH

Protection
level IP65

Environmental
illuminance

Incandescent lamp:3000
Lux

Fluorescent lamp:3000
Lux Sunlight: 10000 Lux

Homologous
light
interference

Interference light from the same design transmitter will not cause the BLPs to fail

Anti-vibration
ability

The frequency is 10-55hz, the amplitude is 0.35 ± 0.05mm, 20 times in X, y and Z
directions respectively

Impact
resistance Acceleration 10g, pulse duration 16ms, 1000 times in X, y and Z directions

Electrical characteristics
Supply voltage 24V DC±20%
power consumption ≤3.5W
Current
consumption

Emitter ≤20 mA
Receiver ≤100 mA（Without load）

Response time ≤20ms（Complete machine, including controller）

Safety output（OSSD）
PNP output, each beam of detection light output two control signals
In on state, IOUT ≤ 100mA (6-way total ≤ 600mA), Vout ≥ vcc-2v
In off state, IOUT ≤ 1mA, Vout ≤ 2V

Function to prevent
mutual interference Light interference avoidance algorithm
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SR/SP controller technical parameters：
Project Parameter

Ambient temperature Operation：-10℃～55℃(without
frost and fog) Storage：-40℃～70℃

Ambient humidity Operation：35%RH～85%RH Storage：35%RH～95%RH
Protection level IP54
Dimensions 190×150×58mm
Supply voltage AC100V～230V±10%,50/60Hz DC24V±20%
Total power consumption ≤8.5W
Output form Relay contact output
Output contact capacity Contact capacity 5A, 250VAC/5A, DC24V
Start Time <3s
Detection function Real-time self-check
Protection circuit The protection of overvoltage and overcurrent Output short circuit protection

ST controller technical parameters：
Project Parameter

Ambient
temperature

Operation：-10℃～55℃(without frost and
fog) Storage：-40℃～70℃

Ambient humidity Operation：35%RH～85%RH Storage：35%RH～95%RH
Protection level IP54
Dimensions 195×180×82mm
Supply voltage DC24V±20%
Total power
consumption ≤15W

Output form
OSSD1/OSSD2 Two-way relay normally open contact (main control output)
ALARM PNP alarm output

Output contact
capacity

OSSD1/OSSD2 Contacts5A,250VAC/5A,DC24V
ALARM Load current≤200mA

Response time ≤20ms
Insulation
resistance ＞100MΩ

Dielectric strength AC1500V，60S No breakdown or flashover
Relay life ≥100 million times
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Section2 Function introduction
2.1 Input/Output interface circuit
2.1.1 Interface circuit of sensor

Fig.2.1 Interface circuit of sensor
Signal and wiring introduction:

Signal label Meaning of signal Wiring
DC24V Anode of power supply Connect with anode of power supply
DC0V Cathode of power supply Connect with cathode of power supply
PE GND Connecting to the ground

CANH/CANL The communication interface between
emitter and receiver

Link CANH and CANL respectively
between emitter and receiver

OSSD1 E1
OSSD2 E1

Control output interface of E1, PNP
output, output high level voltage when
the sensor is on light-passing state

Two safety outputs

OSSD1 E2
OSSD2 E2

Control output interface of E2, PNP
output, output high level voltage when
the sensor is on light-passing state

Two safety outputs

OSSD1 E3
OSSD2 E3

Control output interface of E3, PNP
output, output high level voltage when
the sensor is on light-passing state

Two safety outputs
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2.1.2 Interface circuit of controller
 SR controller

Fig.2.2 Interface circuit of SR
Signal and wiring introduction:

Signal label Meaning of signal Wiring

A1/A2/PE Power input Connect to the right power supply
according to the rated voltage

CG Reference high- level signal output of
the controller

Provide high-level voltage for external
relay contacts

BS1/BS2 Gearshift signal of the bender
Connect to the NO contacts of the relay
which controls the slow down stroke of
the bender

OSSDs Output signal of the sensor Connect to the controller

13/14，23/24 OSSD in the form of relay output
signal

Connect to the circuit which controls the
fast down stroke of the bender
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 SP controller

Fig.2.2 Interface circuit of SP
Signal and wiring introduction:

Signal label Meaning of signal Wiring

A1/A2/PE Power input Connect to the right power supply according to
the rated voltage

CG Reference high- level signal
output of the controller

Provide high level voltage for external relay
contacts

BS1/BS2 Gearshift signal of the bender Connect to the NO contacts of the relay which
controls the slow down stroke of the bender

SX Up running signal of the bender Connect to the NO contacts of the relay which
controls the up running stroke of the bender

XX Down running signal of the bender Connect to the NO contacts of the relay which
controls the down running stroke of the bender

EDM1
Monitor the state of relay which
controls the fast down stroke of
the bender

Connect to the NO contacts of the relay which
controls the fast down stroke of the bender

EDM2
Monitor the state of relay which
controls the slow down stroke of
the bender

Connect to the NO contacts of the relay which
controls the slow down stroke of the bender

OSSDs Output signal of the sensor Connect to the controller

13/14，23/24 OSSD output signal in the form of
relay output signal

Connect to the circuit which controls the fast
down stroke of the bender

33/34 Output signal in the form of relay
output signal

Connect to the circuit which controls the slow
down stroke of the bender
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 ST controller

Fig.2.3 Interface circuit of ST

Signal label Meaning of signal Wiring

A1/A2/PE Power input Connect to the right power supply
according to the rated voltage

CG Reference high- level signal output of
the controller

Provide high level voltage for external
relay contacts

BS1/BS2 Gearshift signal of the bender
Connect to the NO contacts of the relay
which controls the slow down stroke of
the bender

OSSDs Output signal of the sensor Connect to the controller

13/14，23/24 OSSD output signal in the form of
relay output signal

Connect to the circuit which controls the
fast down stroke of the bender

ALM/0V Alarm output signal in the form of
PNP Connect the alarm

2.2 Function declaration
2.2.1 Self-test function
BLPS performs the self-test when power is turned ON to check for errors.
If an error is found in the self-test, BLPS enters fault state, keeps the OSSDs on OFF-state,
and indicates the error at the same time.

Self-Test detailed description

Types of errors to be detected Emitter Receiver
Broken or short-circuited of the cable ○ ●

Failure of safety output circuit ○ ●

Internal circuit failure ○ ●

Note:● possessed；○ not possessed
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2.2.2 Monitoring function
 Monitoring the state of sensor
BLPS monitors the state of the detecting beams and outputs safety control signals according
to the operating mode and the detecting results Such as: in the protection trip, if the effective
detecting beam is shaded, the OSSD outputs are on the OFF-state.
 Fault detection and indication
Detect the failure of controller and sensor, turn the OSSD outputs to the OFF-state when any
failure in the above table occurs, and indicates the error at the same time. The system returns
to normal state only after the failure is removed.
 Monitoring the state of relay which controls the fast down stroke of the bender
Monitor the NC contacts of relay which controls the fast down stroke of the bender, contrast
the state of NC contacts with the state of fast down output signal, and cut off the fast down
output when the internal relay signal is inconsistent with the slow down logic signal of the
external relay.
NOTE: This function is only offered by SP controller.
 Monitoring the state of relay which controls the slow down stroke of the bender
Monitor the NO contacts of relay which controls the slow down stroke of the bender, contrast
the state of NO contacts with the state of slow down output signal, and cut off the slow down
output when the internal relay signal is inconsistent with the slow down logic signal of the
external relay, the system enters fault state at the same time.
NOTE: This function is only offered by SP controller.
2.2.3 Safety output
 OSSD outputs of sensor
Sensor of BLPS can be used with the bender separately and each of the detecting beams can
provide two independent control outputs in the form of PNP.
The sensor outputs ON-state with the high level voltage when the detecting beam is on the
light-passing state.
The sensor outputs OFF-state with the low level voltage when the detecting beam is on the
light-shaded state.
When the detecting beam of sensor is on light-passing sate, the corresponding OSSD outputs
ONstate; if blocked, the corresponding OSSD outputs OFF-state. OSSD automatically turns
to ON-state when the object which blocks the beam is removed. When the OSSD output
circuit is on fault state or short circuit with other interface signals, all OSSD outputs of the
sensor enter OFF- state and being locked.
 OSSD outputs of controller
Two groups of safety relay contact signals (13/14 and 23/24).
A set of Type4 safety circuit is built by the safety relay and control circuit together to monitor
the consistency state of safety relay contacts to prevent output error caused by adhesion of the
relay contacts.
 Slow down control output
One group of ordinary relay contact signals (33/34).
A set of safety circuit is built by the ordinary relay and control circuit together to monitor the
consistency state of safety relay contacts to prevent output error caused by adhesion of the
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relay contacts.
NOTE: This function is only offered by SP controller.
2.3 Operating mode
2.3.1 Sensor used alone
The operating mode can be set by the assist of control system of the bender when sensor is
used separately.
2.3.2 Sensor and SR controller used together
SR controller provides three operating modes: normal mode, folding box mode and muting
mode, using the mode switch (self-resetting) to change the operating mode. The system enters
normal mode after it is powered on and monitor the state of sensor and internal circuit at the
same time. Rotate the mode switch, operating mode will be converted into folding box
mode—muting mode—normal mode in sequence.
Protective stroke of SR controller is the fast down stroke (top dead point to the gearshift
point), slow down stroke and back stroke are not protected.
 Normal mode
Under normal mode, all the protection areas (E1, E2, E3) are effective. Any beam is blocked
in the protective stroke, fast down control output (13/14, 23/24) is cut off to prevent stroke
start or stop it to avoid serious injury. The fast down control output will automatically turn on
after the detected object is removed and the bender will finish this working stroke with the
original speed.
If there is no object to block the detecting beam, the upper mold will move to the gearshift
point at high-speed, then the detecting function is muted and the upper mold continues to go
down to complete the bending stroke.
The normal mode should be selected when the workpiece can not block the detecting beams
before the bender change the speed of the working stroke,such as plate-shaped parts.

Fig.2.4 Operational timing chart of normal mode of SR

 Folding box mode
Under folding box mode, the front protection area of the sensor (E1 ) is shielded and the
central protection area (E1 and E2 ) is effective. Any beam of the central protection area is
blocked in the protective stroke, fast down control output (13/14, 23/24) is cut off to prevent
stroke start or stop it to avoid serious injury. The fast down control output will automatically
turn on after the detected object is removed and the bender will finish this working stroke
with the original speed.
The folding box mode should be selected when the workpiece only blocks E1 detecting beam
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before the bender change the speed of the working stroke, such as box-shaped parts.

Fig.2.5 Operational timing chart of folding box mode of SR

 Muting mode
Under muting mode, all the protection areas (E1, E2, E3) are ineffective and SR controller
can not provide protection. Fast down control output (13/14, 23/24) still keeps on ON-state
even if there is an object in the detection area.
The operating mode can be switched to muting mode only in case of sensors are on the
light-passing state.
The muting mode should be selected when the shape of the workpiece is so complex that it
will block the middle area beam before the bender change the speed of the working stroke.

Fig.2.6 Operational timing chart of muting mode of SR

! WARNING
The muting mode may be selected when the bender processes complex shape workpiece.
Other protection measures should be taken to protect the operator under this mode.

2.3.3 Sensor and SP controller used together
SP controller provides three operating modes: normal mode, folding box mode and muting
mode, using the mode switch (self-resetting) to change the operating mode. The system enters
normal mode after it is powered on and monitor the state of sensor and internal circuit at the
same time. Rotate the mode switch, operating mode will be converted into folding box
mode—muting mode—normal mode in sequence.
Protective stroke of SP controller is the fast down stroke (between the down going signal
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being valid and the gearshift signal is invalid), slow down stroke and back stroke are not
protected.
 Normal mode
Under normal mode, all the protection areas (E1, E2, E3) are effective. Any beam is blocked
in the protective stroke, fast down control output (13/14, 23/24) is cut off to prevent stroke
start or stop it to avoid serious injury.
When the sensor is on the light-passing state, trigger the down going signal and the fast down
control output turns on. If any beam is blocked in the protective stroke, fast down control
output is cut off. Trigger the down going signal again after the detected object is removed and
the bender continues to finish this working stroke.
When the sensor keeps on light-shaded state, trigger the down going signal again, the fast
down control output and the slow down control output（33/34）turn on at the same time and
the bender will finish the working stroke at the set slow down speed.
If there is no object to block the detecting beam, the upper mold will move to the gearshift
point at high-speed, then the detecting function is muted and the upper mold continues to
work at a safe speed until the completion of the bending stroke.
The normal mode should be selected when the workpiece can not block the detecting beams
before the bender change the speed of the working stroke,such as plate-shaped parts.

Fig.2.7 Operational timing chart of normal mode of SP

 Folding box mode
Under folding box mode, the front protection area of the sensor (E1 ) is shielded and the
central protection area (E1 and E2 ) is effective.
Under folding box mode, the front protection area (E1) is shielded, and the middle protection
area (E2, E3) plays a protective role.
When the central protection area of sensor is on the light-passing state, trigger the down going
signal and the fast down control output turns on. If any beam of the central protection area is
blocked, fast down control output is cut off. When the fast down control output is on, even the
beam of front protection area is blocked, the slow down control output is on; when the fast
down control output is off, whether the beam of front protection area is blocked or no, he slow
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down control output is off.
When the central protection area of sensor keeps on light-shaded state, trigger the down going
signal again, the fast down control output and the slow down control output turn on at the
same time and the bender will finish the working stroke at the set slow down speed.
The folding box mode should be selected when the workpiece only blocks E1 protection areas
before the bender change the speed of the working stroke, such as box-shaped parts.

Fig.2.8 Operational timing chart of folding box mode of SP

 Muting mode
Under muting mode, the detection function of the sensor is blocked, the laser safety protection
device does not work. If any beam is blocked in the protective stroke, fast down control
output and slow down control output still keep on ON-state even if there is an object in the
detection area and the upper mold will finish the working stroke at the set slow down speed.
The operating mode can be switched to muting mode only in case of sensors are on the
light-passing state.
When the shape of the part to be machined is complex and the beam in the middle area will be
blocked before the speed change point, this mode is adopted.

Fig.2.9 Operational timing chart of muting mode of SP
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! WARNING
The muting mode may be selected when the bender processes complex shape workpiece.
Other protection measures should be taken to protect the operator under this mode.

2.3.4 Sensor and ST controller used together
ST type controller is a kind of bending machine safety protection device controller for
multi-process bending of complex parts Compared with SR/SP type controller, the operating
comfort of the device system is unchanged on the basis of the safety protection performance,
which reliably protects the personal safety of the bending machine operator and proves the
work efficiency of the bending machine operator. Before batch processing of parts, the user
first sets the controller to the number of machining processes of the same value in advance
according to the number of processing operations of the part (providing up to 10 independent
processes), and each process process first determines whether there is an intermediate
protective area shading according to the processing characteristics of the part, such as shading
(suppression mode), otherwise it is set to unshielded (folding box mode). Process switching
without manual intervention is required to automatically switch to the next process.
 ST type process conversion timing diagram:
Due to the difference of the workpiece, the mode of bending and the shading state of the
sensor during bending are uncertain. According to the bending times of each workpiece, the
controller is divided into different processes, and the sensors are independently controlled
(normal/shielded) to ensure safe production and improve production efficiency.
The controller can be divided into N (N ≤10) processes and switched according to the variable
speed signal. In any process, after pressing the reset button, the controller returns to the first
process. After powering up, the system goes into process 1.
According to the machining characteristics of the workpiece, select the KNOB through the
process of the controller, select the specific number of the process, 1-10 processes can be
selected, when the number of the selection process is reached, the controller automatically
jumps to the first process, the specific execution cycle is displayed in the controller panel. If
three processes are selected, the controller cycle process is the first process→the second
process→the third process→the first process...

Fig.2.10 ST-type controller process conversion sequence diagram
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 St type normal function timing diagram:
The front protective area laser (E1) of the normal mode sensor is shielded, and the middle
protective area laser (E2, E3) plays a protective role.

Fig.2.11 ST-type controller normal function timing diagram

 ST type shielding function timing diagram:
Rejection mode: All lasers (E1, E2, E3) are shielded.

Fig. 2.13 ST-type controller shielding function timing diagram

! WARNING
The muting mode may be selected when the bender processes complex shape workpiece.
Other protection measures should be taken to protect the operator under this mode.
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Section3 Installation and wiring
Before installation, please read carefully the notes and warning information of this manual in
order to avoid the personal injury caused by wrong installation.

! CAUTION

 BLPS can only be applied to the bender that is produced in compliance with the
machinery safety regulations and accident prevention rules and regulations.

 Installing BLPS laser safety protection on the bending must be carried out by the
trained professionals.

 Installation personnel must understand the operation and associated risk factors of the
bender, and be familiar with the operation of BLPS.

 The adjustment of BLPS should be done by the professionals. The professionals must
have passed the comprehensive training of the bender and BLPS.

! WARNING
 During installation, ensure that the the bender is stopped. Otherwise, it may cause

personal injury.
 BLPS cannot be applied to the safety protection of non- electrical equipments. Other

wise, before the operator touches the dangerous parts, the bender cannot stop and
cause serious injury.

 Do not use BLPS in the flammable and explosive environments, otherwise it may
cause an explosion.

 BLPS do not protect against splashes, when there are splashes that are dangerous to
human bodies in the hazardous areas, the shield or protective nets should be added to
protect operators.

3.1 Installation suggestion
3.1.1 Interference prevention measures
 Reflective surface interference
Metal processing glossy surface may cause reflection of the laser beam resulting in detection
error of sensors. To avoid such error, gearshift point of the bender should be set referencing to
3.1.2.

Fig.3.1 Reflective surface interference

 External light interference
When there is the following light in the wroking environment, it may cause detection error of
sensors.
1）Stroboscopic light
2）Other infrared laser light
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In order to avoid external light interference, isolation device should be installed between the
light source and the sensors to ensure the normal use of BLPS.

Fig.3.2 External light interference
3.1.2 Muting point setting
Muting point should be set before the use of BLPS to avoid the mistake that BLPS identifies
the workpiece as an obstacle.
Muting point: the point that BLPS will not output control signal, which is generally the same
point with the gearshift point ( That is, when the upper die of the bending machine goes down,
it is changed from fast to slow) of the bender. The muting point is determined by control
system of the bender. According to the characteristics of the three detection points of the
BLPS receiver (the distance between E2 and E3 is 5mm), the height of the suppression point
must be greater than 5mm.
When the thickness of workpiece changes, the muting point of BLPS should be reset by
control system of the bender itself. The signals of muting point that the bender offers to BLPS
must be two independent channel signals,and remain effective during the slow trip. When
sensor is used alone, the muting point should be set by control system of the bender.
If the bender can not provide muting point signal, it is can be provided by optional accessories
(limit switch or approach switch). Adjust the status change position of optional accessories to
the gearshift position of the bender.

Fig.3.3 Muting point position
3.1.3 Safety distance
Safety distance: the distance from the upper die tip to the bottom laser beam baseline, denoted
by S in this manual.
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Fig.3.4 Muting point position
S ＞（t1+t2）×V+5 mm
t1: the response time is less than 8ms，when calculating with t1=8ms;
t2: the stopping response time of the bender;
V: the fast downward clamping speed of the bender.
The safety distance S is obtained in the following several ways.
1）Calculated by the formula（S ＞（t1+t2）×V+5 mm）

2）The braking distance measured by the bender grating ruler plus 5mm equals the safe
distance.
3） The braking distance measured by the calibrator of BLPS plus 5mm equals the safe
distance(See 3.2.4 chapter).
Note: when the three results are different, choose the maximum value as the safety distance.

! WARNING
The safety distance is one of the necessary conditions to achieve the protection function of
BLPS. Calculation of safety distance must be correct and accurate, it should be ensured
while installing BLPS.
3.2 Installation of sensor
3.2.1 Installation site
The sensor should is mounted on the both sides of the upper die slider of the bender.
 The vertical mounting diagram of the detecting sensor of BLPS.
Right mounting diagram

The emitter and receiver are aligned horizontally, the detecting beam parallels the upper die
tip.
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Wrong mounting diagram

The height of the emitter is not the same as the receiver

 The horizontal mounting diagram of the detecting sensor of BLPS.
Right mounting diagram

The emitter and receiver are aligned right, the detecting beam parallels the upper die tip
Wrong mounting diagram

The emitter and receiver are not aligned right, the detecting beam does not parallel the upper die tip

! WARNING
BLPS must be installed in the right way, otherwise, it will lose the protective function,
resulting in serious injury.
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3.2.2 Mounting brackets
There are two forms of mounting bracket: linear bracket and guide bracket.

Fig.3.5 Linear bracket

Fig.3.6 Guide bracket

 Horizontal adjustment structure

Fig.3.7 Horizontal adjustment structure
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 Left position, right position and around the Z axis adjustment structure

Fig.3.8 Left and right position adjustment structure

 Vertical adjustment structure

Fig.3.9 Linear bracket vertical position adjustment structure Fig.3.10 Guide bracket vertical position adjustment
structure

 Mounting hole dimensions

Fig.3.11 Mounting hole dimensions
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3.2.3 Installation steps
 Linear bracket
1) Select the appropriate position on both sides of the bending machine slider, drill hole
tapping according to the size shown in Figure 3.11, use M8×25 hex cylinder head screws
(with ammunition, flat pads), and fix the horizontal bracket① with the bending machine.
2) Use the M6×25 adjustable positioning adapter handle ⑤ (ammunition pad) to achieve the
connection of the horizontal bracket with the vertical bracket② by fixing the preset nut in the
profile slot of the vertical bracket②.
3) The vertical bracket holder ③ and the adjustment seat ④ on the sensor are fixed by the
T-bolt and hex nut (elastic, flat pad) of the M6 to achieve the connection of the sensor and the
vertical bracket, see Figure 3.12.
5) After the wiring is completed, tighten all the installation screws.

① Horizontal bracket
② Vertical bracket
③ Bracket seat
④Adjustment seat
⑤M6×25 adjustable tension handle

Fig.3.12 Schematic diagram of a linear bracket installation

 Guide bracket
1) Select the appropriate position on both sides of the bending machine slider, drill hole
tapping according to the size shown in Figure 3.11, use M8×25 hex cylinder head screws
(with ammunition, flat pads), and fix the horizontal bracket (1) with the bending machine.
2) Through the adjustable positioning of the fixed handle (2) (with the bullet pad) and the
adjustment of the fast, limit block, fixed in the vertical bracket (3) guide rail groove, to
achieve the position of the rail bracket after sliding up and down.
3) Use M6×20 hex cylindrical head screws (support pads) and the slider on the vertical
bracket (3) to fix the connection between the horizontal bracket and the vertical bracket.
4) The vertical bracket bracket (4) and the adjustment seat (5) on the sensor are fixed by the
T-bolt of the M6 and the hexagonal nut (elastic, flat pad) to realize the connection between the
sensor and the vertical bracket.
5) After the wiring is completed, tighten all the installation screws.
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Fig.3.13 Schematic diagram of a linear bracket installation
3.2.4 Light debugging
BLPS in the field installation, the laser beam and the position of the die tip on the bending
machine is very important, the correct position setting can effectively protect the operator's
personal safety, and the wrong position setting may make the laser safety protection device
lose its protective role, or affect the production efficiency of the equipment.
The BLPS spot position setting includes both horizontal and vertical directions:

图 3.14 Detecting beam position
When commissioning a BLPS sensor, a special light tuning tool, a calibrator, is required to
determine the mounting position of the sensor.
 Respond to the measurement of braking distance
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Fig.3.13 The front of calibrator
The scale on the front side of calibrator can be used for measuring the responsive braking
distance. Measuring methods:
1）When the sensor has been installed, first calibrate the beam and enlarge intentionally the
perpen⁃ dicular distance between the laser and upper die tip.
2）After the circuit has been debugged, place the calibrator on the down die and guarantee that
the groove of the calibrator and the upper die tip should be staggered, then let the upper die of
the bender descends.
3）When the down die of the bender is descending, the calibrator will block the beam and
laser safe⁃ ty protection device emits the stop signal. During the time from the stop signal to
the descending
stop of bender upper die, the bender has a braking distance. The scale value shined by the first
blocked beam is the braking distance of the bender.
The braking distance is a very important parameter to calculate the safety distance S . It
should be accurately measured many times and chosen by the maximum value of the
measuring results.

Position setting of the detecting beams

Fig.3.14 The front of calibrator
There is a positioning slider on the back of calibrator. The aperture on the slider is used for
detecting the beam path and the scale on the slider is the braking distance of the bender.
In the vertical direction of the beams, the slider can move up and down to locate the braking
distance of the bender. The relative position between the beam and upper die tip can be
determined.
In the horizontal direction of the beams, the relative horizontal position between the slide
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aperture and the vertical centerline of die tip is fixed (2.2mm). If the beam goes through the
aperture, the horizontal position is determined.
 Operating methods

Fig.3.14 The front of calibrator

The debugging steps of beam positions:

1）When the installation and circuit debugging have been completed, measure the braking
distance of the bender.

2）The braking distance can be seen on the slide plane, then fix the slide and determine the
safe distance.

3）Place the two calibrators which have been determined the safety distance on the down die,
with one close to emitter and the other close to receiver. Then let the upper die descend in
safety speed and stop when the upper die tip gets to the calibrator groove.

4）Adjust the emitter position to make sure that the beam E2 can go through the apertures of
the two calibrators.

5）Adjust the receiver position to ensure that the beam E2 can reach the lens of the receiver
E2.

6）Make the emitters and receivers horizontal.

7）Fasten all the mounting screws.
3.3 Installation of controller
3.3.1 Installation of SR/SP controller
The SR/SP controller is usually mounted on the front side of the upper die slider to be
convenient for workers to operate, using two M6 × 12 screws to fix.
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Fig.3.15 Mounting dimensions of SR/SP controller

3.3.2 Installation of ST controller
The ST controller is installed on the front of the upper die slider of the bending machine,
where it is convenient for workers to operate, using two M6 × 12 screws to fix.

Fig.3.16 Mounting dimensions of ST controller

3.4 Installation of optional accessories
If the bender can not provide muting point signal, it is can be provided by optional accessories
(limit switch or approach switch).
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Stop dog should be mounted on the rear area of both sides of the slider and mounting plate
should be mounted on the both sides of the bender. Set the muting point by adjusting the
relative position of limit switch (or approach switch), the stop dog and the mounting plate.
For the related content, seE3.1.2.
3.4.1 Limit switch

Fig.3.17 Mounting plate of limit switch Fig.3.18 Stop dog of limit switch
3.4.2 Approach switch

Fig.3.19 Mounting plate of approach switch Fig.3.20 Stop dog of approach switch

3.5 Wiring
3.5.1 Wiring considerations
 Wiring must be carried out in the case of power cutoff.
 Double insulation or reinforced insulation must be used between all the input/output and

dangerous voltage, otherwise it may result in electric shock.
 Avoid short circuit between OSSD and the power.
 The 0V and shield layer must be connected together to the ground.
 All the signal cables of BLPS should not be connected to the DC power source whose

output voltage is higher than 28.8V, or connected to AC power source, otherwise, it may
result in electric shock and damaging the laser safety protection device.

 The working voltage of BLPS should not exceed the rated working voltage range,
otherwise the system is not stable.

 The wiring should be carried out after the signal identifier has been confirmed.
 The cables should be far away from the high-voltage wires, or be placed in the special

trunking.
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3.5.2 Power supply

! WARNING
The setting of the power BLPS must comply with the following requirements, otherwise, it
may result in damage.

To ensure the normally working of the laser safety protection device, the power supply must
comply with the following requirements:
 Output voltage of BLPS should be within the rated voltage range.
 Meet the requirements of the load current.
 Meet the EMC directive (industrial environment).
 Double or reinforced insulation should be adopted between primary and secondary.
 When the external voltage fluctuates or drops, the holding time of output is larger than

20ms.
 The output current should be larger than 1A with the automatic recovery of overcurrent

protection.
 The power supply must have overvoltage and overcurrent protection of the output.
 Must comply with the local regulations and laws, for example, in the EU, the power

supply must meet EMC directives and LVD directives, in our country, the power supply
must meet the national 3C certification requirements.

 The interior of the BLPS realize the overcurrent protection by using PTC, users should
add 1A fuse to the power input circuit.

3.5.3 Wiring procedures

! WARNING
When extending the communication line with a cable other than the dedicated cable, use a
cable with the same or superior specifications, and don’t make it exceed the specified
maximum length, failure to do so may affect the stability of BLPS.

 Sensor used alone
Wiring procedures:

1）Transmission cable is connected to the emitter.

2）Transmission cable is connected to the receiver.

3）Connect to the power supply.

4）Connect 0V and shielded layer to the ground.

5）Connect the control output corresponding to the detecting beams according to the control
requirements.
The wring diagram of sensor is as followed.
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Fig.3.21 Wiring diagram of sensor

 Sensor and controller used together
Wiring procedures:

1）The transmission line connects the emitter to the receiver, and the receiver to the controller.
2）Signal cable is connected to the control system of the bender.
3）Connect to the power supply.
4）Connect controller output according to functional requirements.

 The wring diagram of SR controller is as followed:

KA1—relay controlling slow down stroke KA2—relay controlling fast down stroke
Fig.3.22 Wiring diagram of SR
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 The wring diagram of SP controller is as followed:

KA1—relay controlling slow down stroke KA2—relay controlling fast down stroke KA3—relay controlling return stroke
KA4—foot switch of the bender

Fig.3.23 Wiring diagram of SP

 The wring diagram of ST controller is as followed：

KA1--relay controlling slow down stroke
Fig.3.23 Wiring diagram of ST
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! WARNING
To avoid strength created by strain and damage of connector, the end of cable close to the
connector should be relaxed properly after the wiring. The reference value of the minimum
bend radius of the cable is 7cm.
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Section4 Check and debugging

! WARNING
Make sure to test the operation of BLPS after installation to verify that BLPS operates as
intended. Make sure to stop the machine until the test is complete. Unintended function
settings may cause a person to go undetected, resulting in serious injury.

After installation, the equipment manager must check according to the following terms, and
record the results.
4.1 Installation condition check
□ Controlled equipments can not hinder the implementation of security function, such as
blocking
the device to come into a halt.
□ BLPS can always detect the operators in the detecting area.
□ Calculate the safety distance accurately, the safety distance S=___mm.
□ Actual safety distance is larger or equal to the calculated values, the actual safety distance
___mm.
□ Do not use the BLPS in the flammable and explosive environments.
4.2 Wiring check before switching on power supply
□ Providing the BLPS with the specified power, if other equipment uses the same power, the
pow⁃er should meet the requirements and other equipments do not affect the working state of
BLPS.
□ The DC24V power should meet the requirements of the EMC directives, LVD directives
and the output requirements.
□ The power supply connecting should be correct, without reverse connecting.
□ The connecting of the cables of receiver and emitter should be correct, the signals lines
should be connected correctly.
□ There is no short circuit between sensor’s OSSD and DC24V.
□All the signal lines are not connected to dangerous voltage.
□ The 0V and the shielded layer should be connected to the ground.
□ Use the cables provided by the company.
□ Connectors, wire terminals are connected firmly, without looseness.
□ Cables must mot be bent, cracked or damaged. The cables in the connector end should be
relaxed to avoid damaging connectors.
4.3 Operation check while the bender is stopped
□ When the test piece enters the detecting area and blocks the beam, BLPS should keep the
light-shaded state, when the test piece is removed, BLPS turns into light-passing state and
OSSD is on.
A. Place the test piece in the detecting area and block the E1, E2 and E3 beam respectively,
the indicator corresponding to E1, E2 and E3 in the receiver should be turned on.
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B. Remove the test piece from the detecting area, the E1, E2 and E3 indicators in the receiver
should be turned off.
4.4 Operation check while the bender operates
□ The hazardous parts should change the state according to the pre-set program (speed change
or stop) immediately when the test piece blocks any beam of E1,E2 or E3.
□ The hazardous parts remain the pre-set state as long as the test piece is in the detecting area.
□ The hazardous parts remain the pre-set state when the power of BLPS is turned OFF.
□ The actual response time of the bender is equal to or less than the calculated value.

! WARNING
 For the bender on which the slide can stop at any point in one stroke, the braking must

not have any failure!
 If the braking is at fault, the bender must be repaired!
 If the braking of the bender is at fault, BLPS can not protect the operator.
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Section5 Maintenance

! WARNING
 Perform daily and 6-month inspection for BLPS. Otherwise, the system may fail to

work
 properly, resulting in serious injury.
 Do not try to disassemble, repair, or modify this product. Doing so may cause the

safety
 functions to stop working properly.

! CAUTION

Hot plugging for the connectors of BLPS is forbidden!

To ensure safety, keep a record of the inspection results. When the user is a different person
from those who installed or designed the system, he/she must be properly trained for
maintenance.
5.1 Inspection at startup and when changing operators
□ Part of the operator's body always remains in the detection area of BLPS when working
around the machine's hazardous part.
□ The actual safety distance is equal to or greater than the calculated value.
□ There must be no dirt on nor damage to the optical surface.
□ When there is no object in the detection area, power on the BLPS, it should turn to the
light-passing state within 3s.
□ Block the detecting beams and carry out the check again.
5.2 Inspection for the guarded machine
□ The hazardous parts are movable when nothing is in the detection area.
□ The hazardous parts change the state according to the pre-set program (speed change or stop)
immediately when the test piece is inserted into the detection area.
□ The hazardous parts remain the state according to the pre-set program as long as the test
piece is in the detection area.
□ The hazardous parts stop when the power of the BLPS is turned OFF.
□ The machine itself does not prevent the operation of safety functions such as stopping.
5.3 Items to inspect every 6 months or when machine settings are changed
□ The outputs of BLPS and the machine are properly wired.
□ The total number of times that the control relays/contactors have switched is significantly
lower than their design lives.
□ There is no interference light.
□ 0V of power supply must be grounded.
□ The cables must not be bent, cracked, nor damaged.
□ BLPS is fixed fasten, no loose.
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□ The changing of machine setting should not affect the safety of the control system.
□ The beam position and safe distance complies with the setup requirements.
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Section6 Troubleshooting

! WARNING
Do not disassemble, repair, or modify this product. Otherwise, BLPS may not realize its
safety function and will lead to serious injuries.
6.1 Fault analysis
If an error is detected, BLPS enters lockout state, the output of OSSD keeps OFF-state. The
fault indicators on the emitter and receiver turn on. After the error is removed, only though
re-power can release the lockout state.

The fault analysis is as followed：

Phenomenon Cause Solution

Without power source Check the power source and wiring
circuits

Communication fault Check the communication circuits

Receiver fault Change the receiver

The short circuit between

OSSD and other signal lines
Check the wiring circuit

Emitter fault Change the emitter

The E3 beam is not aligned

well
Align the E3 beam again

The filter plate surface of

emitter or receiver is dirty
Wipe it with a clean,soft cotton
yarn

The E2 beam is not aligned

well
Align the E1 beam again

The filter plate surface of

emitter or receiver is dirty
Wipe it with a clean,soft cotton
yarn

The E1 beam is not aligned

well
Align the E1 beam again

The filter plate surface of

emitter or receiver is dirty
Wipe it with a clean,soft cotton
yarn
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6.2 Braking system fault of the bender

Phenomenon Cause Solution

The indicators conversion of
BLPS is normal, but the bender
does not operate

The connection between the
control output of BLPS and
the electrical system of the
bender is open or wrong.

Check the control output circuits

The electrical trouble of the
bender Check the circuits of the bender

The indicators conversion of
BLPS is normal, if the beam is
blocked, the bender cannot
stop.

The electrical trouble of the
bender Check the circuits of the bender

The braking failure of the
bender Check the bender

The indicators conversion of
BLPS is normal. If the beam is
blocked, the bender can stop
immediately

The pulley of the bender Check the bender
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